Brown Books: A Selection of Five
Say what you will about the simple “brown book” – we have an affection for it. Calf or sheep, simple
trade bindings, sometimes with spine labels but often unmarked and showing no sign of what lies
inside. Today we share five brown books with very, very different contents ranging from erotica, to
colonization, to painting, to education. Peek inside the covers and see what speaks to you.
Peruse, and reach out if there is something that is a complement to your collection – we are always
happy to work on terms that fit libraries’ fiscal year needs, and are particularly flexible on invoicing
and shipping given the closures affecting some acquisitions departments. In the event that you have
specific collecting goals and would like to discuss them with us, we invite you to reach out via phone
or email Tuesday-Saturday when our liaison to institutional clientele is on site.
All items subject to prior purchase.
Descriptions of all items are abbreviated. For full descriptions and images, or to access our full
inventory, please visit WhitmoreRareBooks.com.
For inquiries and orders, please contact Miranda directly:
miranda@whitmorerarebooks.com or 626-714-7720

121 E. Union St. Pasadena, CA 91103. 626-714-7720

The first American account of Cook's Journey and the first American book on the Northwest Coast
1. [Cook, Capt. James] John Ledyard.
Journal of Captain Cook's Last Voyage to the Pacific Ocean, and in
Quest of a North-West Passage, between Asia & American; Performed
in the Years 1776, 1777, 1778, and 1779. Illustrated with a Chart,
shewing the Tracts of the Ships employed in this Expedition. Faithfully
narrated from the original MS. of Mr. John Ledyard.
Hartford, CT.: Printed and sold by Nathaniel Patten, 1783. First
edition. Octavo in fours (6 5/8 x 4 3/8 inches; 169 x 111 mm). [1]-208
pp. Map absent as is almost always the case (see note). Contemporary
full brown sheep. Red morocco spine label, lettered in blind. Original
stab holes present, indicating that this copy was once in original
wrappers, with seemingly original endpapers. Boards with some
rubbing and edges bumped. Inner hinges with some minor
professional repairs. Date "1783" in blue ink on title-page. Front free
endpaper with old ink notes. A bit of toning and staining, however
considerably clean and bright, unusual for an American book of this
period. In a custom oatmeal cloth clamshell. Overall a very good copy.
The first American book on the Northwest Coast and likely the first
American book on Hawaii, written by a significant figure in the history
of American contact narratives in the South Seas. This edition
"preceded publication of the official (London) narrative by more than a year. The author, a corporal of the
marines aboard the Resolution, was one of several Americans on the voyage but the only one to publish an
account. As all hands were ordered at Macao to ‘deliver up their journals, and every writing, remark, or
memorandum, on pain of the severest punishment in case of concealment’ for forwarding to the Admiralty.
Ledyard relied in great part on a copy of the Rickman narrative in drawing up this account. He however includes
details of the voyage not available elsewhere. The account of his stay at Hawaii, including his inland expedition
and the death of Captain Cook at Kealakekua Bay, occupies 64 pages of the text" (Forbes). An enthusiastic and
detailed account of Cook's voyage.
Concerning the absence of the map we read in the Hawaiian National Bibliography: "The map is particularly
rare and is almost always lacking even in otherwise very good copies. Due to the erratic nature of American
printing of the period, it may well be that the map was not produced until the work was well under way, or that
it cost extra to purchasers, as some copes show no evidence that it was ever present (as is the case with this
copy). In the American Antiquarian Society copy the map is bound on a stub at page 161 (the beginning of Part
III). This appears to be added evidence that the map did not appear until the last part of the publication was
issued" (44).
Evans 17998. Hawaiian National Bibliography 52. Hill I, pp. 176-177. Sabin 39691. Lada-Mocarski 36.
Kroepelin 717. Howes L-178.
$17,500

Inviting readers to consider real world examples of the failure of ecclesiastical boundaries in containing human sexuality
2. [Erotic Literature] [Anonymous] By the Most Eminent Hands.
The Cases of Polygamy, Concubinage, Adultery, Divorce &c. Seriously and Learnedly Discussed...
London: For T. Payne, 1732. First thus. Rebound to style in full
paneled calf with morocco and gilt to spine. Measuring 150 x
93mm and collating complete: [2], lviii, [1], 240. Archival paper
repair to title page along gutter; discrete ownership stamp to foot
of title. Light toning throughout, otherwise unmarked. One of two
variants with matching collation but different printers listed on
the titles (E. Curll and T. Payne, and T. Payne respectively), both
scarce; ESTC document 11 copies of the present printing. In the
past century, first editions of either variant have appeared only
twice at auction.
The present work draws together previously published works of
four male authors debating social, ecclesiastical, and legal
approaches to "deviant" behaviors related to marital sexuality.
Bernardino Orchino (1487-1564), the Catholic-turned-Protestant
whose early modern justifications of polygamy and divorce were
deemed heretical for undermining the marriage sacrament; John
Manners, Lord Roos (1638-1711) who sued his wife Anne in
Ecclesiastical court for "separation from bed and board" before
using his position in the House of Lords to introduce a bill
supplying divorce and disinheriting his children; Sir Charles
Wolseley (1630-1714) who served in the House of Lords after his
father's pardon for serving Cromwell; and Castamore, of whom
we were unable to uncover details but whose inclusion at the end
raises interesting implications for the text. Published by unscrupulous bookseller and printer Edmund Curll
and his frequent collaborator Payne, the text has clear erotic rather than moralistic implications. "A notorious
figure among the publishers of the early eighteenth century for his boldness, lack of scruple, publication of
work without authors' consent, and taste for erotic and scandalous publications," Curll would not be involved
with the release of a text that aimed to education men and women into their socially dictated marital roles
(Baines and Rogers). Rather, the texts with their real-world scandal presented readers of all genders with
information on alternative sexual relationships and practices outside the bounds of traditional marriage,
confirmed for readers that these practices were occurring in real life, and even provided them with titillating
details both on the sexual activities and philosophical defenses of them. For while the majority of included texts
written by men place moral blame on the women involved, the final text by Castamore undercuts this. Though
the "duty of chastity fell particularly onerously on women," texts like Castamore's make it clear that this is not
because of women's purity but because of their "propensity for sensuality and inherent lustfulness...the everpresent risk of female sexual excess" (Turner). With a seemingly learned title and an overtly risque set of
publishers, The Cases provided readers of any gender an opportunity to reflect on women's sexual desire,
autonomy, and uncontrollability in real and imagined scenarios.
ESTC T153320. Register of Erotic Books 753. (5063)

$2,500

An assessment of Blackstone's cornerstone law work
3. [Law] [Blackstone, William] Priestly, Joseph.
An Interesting Appendix to Sir William Blackstone's Commentaries on the Laws of England...
Philadelphia: Printed for the Subscribers by Robert Bell, 1773.
Second American edition. Contemporary sheep rebacked to style
with five raised bands; portion of original morocco label laid down.
Measuring 220 x 140mm and collating complete with separate title
pages dated 1773 for Parts I-V, page 123 misnumbered 113, and
the publisher's prospectus on the verso of the rear leaf as called for
by ESTC: [4], iv, 5-119, [1, blank], xii, 155, [1]. General shelfwear
and bumps to boards, but overall square and tight. Early ownership
signatures to front pastedown, front endpapers, and first title page.
Occasional contemporary annotations to text. Light toning to
pages and small wormhole to rear pastedown. In all a pleasing
copy.
The second American edition of Joseph Priestly's appendix to
Blackstone's commentaries which, in five parts, contain Priestly's
assessments and Blackstone's responses. A somewhat progressive
theologian, Priestly called for more tolerance toward religious
diversity and dissent; and this shapes the bulk of his replies.
(4962). $1,500

"The first painting manual in the English language"
4. Smith, John.
The Art of Painting...
London: Printed for Samuel Crouch at the Corner Shop of Pope's
Head Ally, 1676. First Edition. Early marbled sheepskin binding,
subtle repairs to the spine. Octavo (pages 89 x 140 mm), collates:
[14], 82, [2] pages: missing the initial license leaf (A1), otherwise
complete. Bookplate of the Fox Pointe Collection on the front
pastedown; early ownership signatures to the front endpaper.
Internally a neat and pleasing copy, with some offsetting to
preliminary and rear pages; overall text block is clean and tight. With
4 appearances in the modern auction record and ESTC listing only
5 copies at institutions worldwide, this is truly a rare piece.
"John Smith's The Art of Painting may perhaps lay claim to being
the first painting manual in the English language" (Baty). A
clockmaker by trade, Smith's book was designed in particular to
assist in the decoration of clock and sundial faces. It also includes
an important section on the restoration of oil paintings. Focused on
the application of oil paints in a variety of circumstances, Smith also
informs the reader that these "Oyl Colours [function] not only on
SunDials but also all manner of Timber Work, whether Posts, Pales,
Pallisadoes, Gates, Doors, Windows, Wainscotting, Border Boards
for gardens or whatever else." Thus, the appeal of Smith's book was
that it provided details on the creation of paint and paint colors to
a wide variety of artisans, whose work needed to survive use and
the elements.
ESTC R37566. (2330)

$12,500

Seeking through education to "acquaint Women with their own value" and correct the disadvantages placed on them by patriarchy
[Women's Education] [Allestree, Richard].
The Ladies Calling, in two parts.
Oxford: The Theatre, 1673. First edition. Contemporary calf rebacked
to style with gilt and morocco label to spine. Measuring 180 x 110mm
(pages). Collates [2], 24, 141, [3], 96, 89-95, [1]: complete, including the
engraved frontis and conforming to the mispaginations called for by
ESTC (in part I page 50 is misnumbered 42, pages 65-72 are omitted
from pagination, pages 73-80 have duplicated numbering, pages 98-99
are misnumbered 74-75, pages 102-103 are misnumbered 78-79; and in
part II pages 97-103 are misnumbered 89-95). Some rubbing and
chipping to boards, but a square copy overall. Armorial bookplate of
Brighouse and advert for this copy adhered to front pastedown;
contemporary ownership signature of E. Napier to recto of frontis.
Minor stains to pages 58-59 and 80-81 of part II; paper repair to lower
quarter of final leaf with two final letters in manuscript facsimile. Largely
fresh and unmarked internally. A scarce book in the early women's
education movement, in the past 20 years, only three first editions have
appeared at auction, several with significant dampstaining. ESTC reports
6 copies of this variant at North American institutions.
The Querelle des Femmes (the Woman Question) was a debate on
women's status that raged across Europe and England through the 16th
to 18th century, depicted at times in drama and literature but most often
enacted through broadsides, pamphlets, and tracts. While early iterations of the debate focused on whether
women were humans or indeed possessed souls, this began to shift as women and their allies used logic to argue
against some inherent inferiority in the sex in favor of pointing out the educational disadvantages imposed
upon women. Allestree's Ladies Calling is an early example of this type of argument. A provost of Eton College
and a noted divine, Allestree was praised for his scholarly diligence. "Few of his time had either a greater
compass or deeper insight into all parts of learning; the modern and learned languages, rhetoric, philosophy,
mathematics, history, antiquity, moral and polemical divinity" (Fell).
He achieved his widest influence over the 17th century -- and indeed, made his impact on the Querelle -- with
his didactic books The Whole Duty of Man and The Ladies Calling. In the latter, he draws on his own
experience of human learning to apply it to women. He recognizes that women have been discouraged from
infancy and may even have absorbed prejudicial ideas about their limited capacities, and their failures often
unfold through little fault of their own. "It may therefore upon this account be a necessary Charity to the Sex,
to acquaint them with their own valu [sic], animate them to higher thoughts of themselves; not to yield their
suffrage to those injurious estimates the World hath made of them, and from a supposed incapacity of nobler
things to neglect the pursuit of them; from which God and Nature have no more precluded the Feminine then
the Masculine part of mankind...We may conclude that whatever vicious impotence Women are under, it is
acquired, not natural." Allestree asserts an equality between men and women's intellectual potential; and the
forces that create disparity can be adjusted. To this end, he calls upon men to resist oppressing women even if
it is for selfish reasons. "I might urge the more regular Powers which apertain unto that Sex that all mankind is
the Pupil and Disciple of Female Intuition: the Daughters till they write women and the Sons till at least the
first seven years past." In this sense, men should also be invested in women's education, as it affects their sons
and the future of the nation. A powerful and rational argument for women's education.
Madan 2960. Wing A-1141. ESTC R203973. (4971)

$2,950
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